
Faces of TAG 



Tuition Assistance Grant (TAG) 
Private nonprofit colleges in Virginia are dedicated to helping Virginia students succeed.   

 

 The Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant (TAG) program was established in 1971. The legislature recognized the need 
for a private college grant that would help offset the public college subsidy, and the citizens of Virginia agreed.  Voters 
approved the TAG program in a statewide referendum.   

 

 TAG provides annual grants to Virginia residents who are full-time students at an eligible private college or 
university.  In 2014-2015, approximately 23,000 Virginia residents will receive non-need based tuition grants of $3,100 
(undergraduate) and $1,550 (graduate students in health professions).  The award amount is based on the number of 
eligible students and the amount of funds appropriated by the General Assembly.  TAG grants are limited to four years 
at the undergraduate level.    

 

 TAG is celebrating over 40 years of making a college education more affordable for over 185,000 Virginians, 
including many low and middle income families.  Private colleges continue to serve a wide variety of Virginia students 
in terms of academic ability and socio-economic profile. 

 

There are over 23,000 Faces of TAG…26 would like to share their story with you. 

 



Appalachian  
College of Pharmacy 

Tyler Mullins 
Pharmacy 

Class of 2015  
Clinchco, Virginia 

Growing up in Southwest Virginia has presented me with the opportunity to 
see first-hand the need for improvement in healthcare in rural areas 
throughout the Appalachian region.  I did not know immediately what career 
path I wanted to follow, but I did know that I wanted to get involved and help 
make a positive difference in my community.  Upon deciding that pharmacy 
was the profession that I wanted to enter, I knew that the Appalachian College 
of Pharmacy was a perfect fit for me.   
 
As with all collegiate programs, the financial aspect of attending a Doctor of 
Pharmacy program was a concern for me.  With the help of the Virginia Tuition 
Assistance Grant program, my financial burden is much easier to manage. 
While attending the Appalachian College of Pharmacy, I have been able to give 
back to my community more than I could have imagined.  I have been involved 
with numerous health screenings and health education events since attending 
ACP and have seen first-hand the impact that pharmacists can have on their 
local community.  These experiences and my career path would not be 
possible without the help of programs like the Virginia Tuition Assistance 
Grant, and for that I will always be grateful.  
 
 



Averett University 

Zachary Branch 
Aviation & Business 

Class of 2014  
Axton, Virginia 

Averett was an easy choice, because I loved it from the first day that I walked 
onto the campus. It was the perfect place to study Aviation and Business 
Administration and I loved the feeling of being in a family that cared for me. I 
have been inducted into the Alpha Chi Honor society and feel like a very 
important part of my university. It has become a second home. 
 
Aviation has been a fascination for me as I have grown and moved through 
phases of my life. My grandfather has shown a fascination in aviation as well. He 
inspired me from the earliest moments of my life to become a pilot, and I am 
proud to be able to become the thing I have always wanted to be. 
 
I had found the school of my dreams but have to face a situation that arises each 
year. My parents do everything that they can to help me fund my education, but 
college tuition and Aviation expenses often make it hard for us to focus on our 
goals. 
   
When I became a TAG recipient, a burden was lifted on the shoulders of me and 
my family. We are all very grateful and have a little less to worry about when I 
receive this amazing help. 
 
 



Bluefield College 

Shilah Stiff 
Elementary Education 

Class of 2017 
Blacksburg, Virginia 

 

When deciding which college would be right for me, my main objective was 
to find a small Christian college. After learning more about the cost of higher 
education, price became a more important factor in my decision. 
Scholarships and grants were limited for me, and my parents didn’t really 
save a lot for college. Lucky enough, I visited and fell in love with Bluefield 
College and was able to receive the Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant (VTAG), 
which helped immensely with cost and made it possible for me to attend BC.  
  
Bluefield College has opened so many doors for me. The liberal arts 
education offered at BC allows me to take classes that are not necessarily in 
my major, but will help me develop into the teacher that I want to become. 
As a Christian college, BC also gives me the opportunity to grow in my faith 
with God and walk this part of my life with Him and with other believers.  

I can’t imagine getting a better education anywhere else other than Bluefield 
College. I am so grateful that VTAG was available for me and that it gave me the 
chance to get a great college education and become a great teacher.  



Bridgewater College 

Andrew Peters 
Communications 

Class of 2015 
Leesburg, Virginia 

I am currently a junior at Bridgewater College and am working towards a 
bachelor of science in communication studies. Upon graduating from 
Bridgewater in May 2015, I hope to pursue a career in radio broadcasting.  
 
When I first came to Bridgewater, I was shy, reserved and not willing to come 
out of myself much. Through the positive influences of professors, other 
students and my advisor, I have become willing to try new experiences that put 
me outside of my comfort zone. Since coming to Bridgewater, I have been given 
the opportunity to voice my opinions and lead in organizations such as the Civil 
War Club, Mass Communication Organization and BC Spark Radio.   
  
Without the Tuition Assistance Grant, my choice of Bridgewater College might 
not been able to become a reality. The TAG award has given me the 
opportunity to grow and experience new opportunities that were otherwise 
unavailable to me. 
 



Eastern Mennonite University 

Madeline Hostetler 
Photography & Digital Media 

Class of 2017 
Linville, Virginia 

When I visited EMU, I knew immediately that the school fit me like a glove. It 
was the perfect place for me, but there was one drawback – the private 
school had a price tag that intimidated me and made me question whether 
or not EMU could really be a part of my future. I knew I couldn’t lift that 
financial burden alone, and I was so grateful for the help I received from the 
Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant. VTAG helped ease the financial burden of 
attending my first choice college and provided a means to afford an 
education perfectly suited to my goals and dreams.  
 
At EMU, I have been given so many opportunities to learn and grow. I was 
accepted into the Honors Program, which has continually challenged me to 
think deeply and broadly. I have enjoyed personalized instruction in my 
classes and taken part in a thriving Visual and Communication Arts program 
filled with resources to promote my creative learning. I plan to travel abroad 
through EMU’s cross-cultural program to study Spanish and culture in 
Guatemala and Cuba next spring. VTAG has made this learning possible, and 
for that I am grateful! 



Emory & Henry College 

Hannah Fowler 
Psychology 

Class of 2016 
Wytheville, Virginia 

Coming from a small town, I always envisioned myself at a small, private 
college close to home. After visiting Emory & Henry for the first time, I knew 
that it was the perfect fit. With its low student-faculty ratio and exceptional 
academic reputation, I dreamed of a successful future as a student and 
graduate of Emory & Henry College. The Tuition Assistance Grant helped 
make a private college education an affordable option for my family. 
 
With hard work on my part in order to keep high grades, I will be able to 
earn an undergraduate degree at the college of my choice. Then I plan to 
attend graduate school to further my education in the field of psychology.  
 
TAG has made it much easier on me and my family to set and achieve my 
educational goals. Thanks for supporting TAG and for helping keep the rich 
diversity in private higher education in Virginia in reach for thousands of 
students and families with dreams and goals like mine. 
  



Ferrum College 

Shykeala Airielle Spratley 
Theater Arts and Music 

Class of 2014 
Smithfield, Virginia  

From the moment I stepped foot on Ferrum College, I knew without a 
doubt this was the college for me. I went through a series of emotions 
from being devastated to fully ecstatic. I am the first person in my family 
to go to college and because of our financial situation I was devastated 
when I saw the tuition cost. Never the one to be discouraged I still went 
forward with the application process and was accepted to Ferrum 
College. The cost was still on my mind, but when I received my award 
letter I was ecstatic that VTAG had cut down my tuition cost and made 
going to my perfect school a reality. 
 
At Ferrum College I have undeniably found my second home. I am 
involved in the all-girls audition choir, Collegiates, I have been in 
numerous straight plays and musicals, I am a member of Alpha Psi 
Omega, the theatre honor society, and was the vice president of the 
LGBT support group Spectrum. I cannot wait to move forward with 
theatre and music. Thanks to VTAG for helping me go to my dream school 
I can say with confidence, look for me on a stage near you. 
 



Hampden-Sydney College 

Raymond Owen 
English 

Class of 2014 
Natural Bridge, Virginia 

I am a non-traditional student of Hampden-Sydney College. I did not choose to pursue a 
Bachelor’s Degree until I was 27 years old, so now I exceed my peers in age by nearly a 
decade. But I decided to pursue an education because I saw that I had no sound financial 
future without a college degree. Before college, I was living paycheck to paycheck, 
working dead-end jobs without the ability to save money. And so, when I entered 
college, I needed a way to finance my education. I resolved to work a full-time job and go 
to school part-time if necessary in order to facilitate my goal, but with financial 
assistance from programs like the VTAG, I was able to enter school as a full-time student 
without having to worry about a full-time job.  
 
I chose the private education of Hampden-Sydney College for its rigorous academics, its 
heavy emphasis on writing, and its all-male learning environment.   And because of 
financial aid programs like the VTAG, I have been able to afford this education and focus 
fully on learning instead of my economic livelihood. This focus on academics has allowed 
me to maintain an overall A grade point average, become a member of Sigma Tau Delta, 
English honors society, Eta Sigma Phi, Classics honors society, and Omicron Delta Kappa, 
national honors leadership society. Furthermore, I was awarded a Madison Scholarship, a 
very difficult and competitive academic achievement, and I was even able to attend 
summer school at Oxford University. But these achievements have only been possible 
because of financial assistance like that offered by the VTAG program. 



As a first generation college student, my dream of attending college – let alone the 
prestigious Hampton University – seemed lofty. My parents instilled in me at an early 
age the importance of obtaining a college degree. When I was accepted into Hampton 
University, it was a dream come true; not only for me but for my family as well. 
Hampton is world-renowned for its various academic programs, consistently being 
ranked one of the top historically black universities in the nation. This high regard for 
Hampton is what attracted me to this unique and special place, which initially seemed 
out of my reach financially. Because of the Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant (V-TAG), I 
was able to not only attend HU, but continue to matriculate and grow each year. 
 
When I have advocated for the V-TAG, some legislators have expressed to me that if I 
wanted grant funds from the Commonwealth, then I “should have attended a state 
school.” I hold nothing against our fine public schools, but I’m confident that my 
Education For Life as Hampton calls it, could not have been obtained anywhere else. 
Thus, I am extremely grateful for this award. Helping me to stay in school each semester 
through the V-TAG, has contributed to my recent acceptance into the Teach for America 
2014 corps. Following graduation, I will teach high school social studies in Eastern North 
Carolina while pursuing my Masters of Education degree. This will lead me to my 
ultimate goal of obtaining a law degree and returning to contribute back to the citizens 
of our fine Commonwealth. 
  
 

Da’Quan Marcell Love 
Political Science & 
Leadership Studies 

Class of 2014 
Henrico, Virginia 

Hampton University 



Hollins University 

Hilla Haidari 
International Studies & Economics 

Class of 2016 
Annandale, Virginia 

The emphasis that Hollins University places on individual growth, academic 
rigueur, and career development makes it an ideal higher education institution 
for any young woman. In particular, I wanted to attend Hollins because of its 
accepting and understanding community. It is because of awards like the 
Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant that I am able to attend such a unique and 
prestigious institution.  
 
With the cost of college education growing at an alarming rate, my family, like 
many others, has found it increasingly difficult to help fund my education. The 
monetary support that the TAG provides is very important in this regard. In 
part because of the VTAG, I am able to pursue many ambitious goals at Hollins. 
I am majoring in international studies and economics and I will be studying 
abroad in London, Cuba, and Jamaica during my time here. The education I 
gain at Hollins with the help of the VTAG will be invaluable as I continue in my 
education and career.  



Jefferson College of Health Sciences 

Tamika Mixon 
Nursing 

Class of 2015 
Roanoke, Virginia 

As an unemployed mother of two small children, deciding to go back to college 
was a difficult decision for me to make.  My financial situation played a huge role 
in my reluctance to leave the work force to return to college.  I decided to step 
out on faith knowing that this great sacrifice of going back to college would one 
day ensure that my family and I will be able to have a bright, successful future.  I 
always knew that I wanted to be a nurse because I enjoying touching the lives of 
those in need.  My decision to attend Jefferson College of Health Sciences 
depended greatly upon the college’s outstanding reputation of producing well-
educated and well-trained healthcare professionals. 
 
At Jefferson College of Health Sciences, I have received scholarships and grants 
including the Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant (VTAG) to help alleviate the cost of 
tuition.  With the constant rise in the cost of tuition, the recent increase in the 
VTAG is beneficial and greatly appreciated.  The VTAG has given me the 
opportunity to become one step closer to achieving my goal of becoming a nurse.  
After I graduate from Jefferson College of Health Sciences, I look forward to 
making a difference in my community just as being the recipient of the VTAG has 
made a difference in my life. 
 



Liberty University 

Hannah Dixon 
Environmental Biology 

Class of 2014 
Galax, Virginia 

Hello! My name is Hannah Dixon and I’m from the little 
town of Galax, Virginia. I’m a senior at Liberty University 
and my major is environmental biology with a teacher 
licensure and a minor in psychology.  I plan to use my 
degree to teach science to middle school or high school 
students.  I’m very passionate about the subject and I 
believe there’s a great need for enthusiastic science 
teachers!  Of course, this might not even be a possibility 
without the Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant.  It amazes me 
that my state has given me $11,250 over my four years of 
college to help me achieve my goals!  I know that my 
parents are very appreciative of it since they pay for my 
school and have had three kids go to college (with one 
currently in medical school) and one more to go.  With the 
help of this grant, I am able to graduate from a university 
that I love with very little debt! I’m so thankful to the state 
of Virginia for supporting its residents to strive for higher 
education! Thank-you! 



Lynchburg College 

Darrius M. Slaughter 
Business 

Class of 2017 
Rustberg, Virginia 

I am a freshman at Lynchburg College.  I chose Lynchburg College 
because of its beautiful campus, friendly community, and dedicated 
faculty. However, as I was applying here, I had growing concerns as 
to how I would manage to overcome the seemingly impossible task 
of paying for college. As the first individual in my family to attend a 
four year college, I did not want to place a tremendous burden on 
my parents by requesting they take out personal loans, but 
thankfully, the TAG grant helped ease some of my worries after 
learning that I qualified for it simply by living here in State.  
 
Since receiving the TAG grant, it has been a tremendous help 
financially and opened up so many doors for my future. I can now 
save up money to attend graduate school and hopefully secure a 
good living for both me and my family. Without TAG, I would have 
had to reconsider colleges, but thankfully TAG made my wishes a 
reality. Thank you, TAG, for allowing me to attend my first choice 
college and allowing me and my family to have a better future. 
  
 



Mary Baldwin College 

Amber Ocasio 
English 

Class of 2015 
Sedley, Virginia 

 

Growing up in my household, whether my sister or I would attend college was not a 
question: the question was how we would be able to make that happen financially. 
The TAG award helped make Mary Baldwin College (MBC) affordable for my family. 
  
Because of the TAG award, I am able to learn in the small, personal environment that 
I love. I have also found myself in a wide array of leadership positions, from the 
secretary of President’s Society — our association of tour guides where I can share 
my love for MBC with future Squirrels — to my position as manager of the softball 
team. My family is continually amazed at the opportunities Mary Baldwin opens for 
me. I hope to attain a master’s degree in higher education, so I can work with college 
students myself and lead them to the path of success that I have found through my 
college experience. 
  
For many students like me, the TAG award allows them to achieve their dreams by 
making college more financially feasible.   
 



Marymount University 

John Renkiewicz 
English 

Class of 2015 
Burke, Virginia 

I was in the U.S. Marine Corps from 1974 -1987, when I left to pursue a civilian 
career.  After 9/11, I joined the Virginia Army National Guard and then returned 
to active duty.  I retired from active duty on September 1, 2012. 
 
With my wife’s support, I started at NVCC in August 2012 and transferred to 
Marymount University (MU) in 2013.  I am pursuing a degree in English with a 
secondary teaching certification.   Since, I enjoy young people and want them to 
succeed, I am determined to give them the language skills necessary to compete 
in the 21st century.   I chose MU because the English program was more finely 
focused and the core curriculum includes theology, philosophy, and ethics 
requirements.  Also, the smaller, more personalized instructional environment 
was very appealing to me. 
 
The Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant (TAG) Program coupled with the GI Bill 
makes it possible for me to attend MU and to keep my loan debt smaller than 
would otherwise be the case.  I sincerely hope that you will continue to fund TAG 
and would be especially appreciative of any grant increase.  TAG helps students 
attend college without high levels of debt to overcome upon graduation. 
 



Randolph College 

Elizabeth Delery 
Biology & Psychology 

Class of 2014 
Arlington, Virginia 

After Katrina, my mom, sister and I moved to Arlington, VA, to live with family. The cost 
of maintaining two households (my father living in New Orleans still), was a strain on my 
family and when it came time to apply for college, I had no idea how I was going to afford 
it. I had fallen in love with the psychology and biology departments at Randolph, and 
knew the small classes would really benefit my education and my future, but I had no 
idea how my family would be able to afford it. The Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant 
helped me to be able to afford my education and opened the door to so many 
opportunities.  
 
By attending Randolph College, I have been able to participate in meaningful biological 
independent studies and was selected for Psi Chi and Tri Beta Honor Societies. I was also 
chosen for the Randolph College Summer Research Program where my Listeria 
monocytogenes research was supported by the Virginia Foundation of Independent 
Colleges. These opportunities, which probably wouldn’t be available to me at any other 
institution, are helping me to achieve my career goals of a joint PhD/MD in Biomedical 
Sciences and one day cure cancer.  



Randolph-Macon College 

Brody Scott 
Pre-Ministry 
Class of 2018 

Williamsburg, Virginia 

The Virginia TAG grant has been a blessing for my family.  When I was looking for 
schools, I knew I wanted to be in a place that was personal, someplace where I 
would be more than just a number. Randolph-Macon is exactly that place. The 
college takes pride in its small class sizes and I look forward to building close 
relationships with my professors.  
 
I was given the opportunity to play football, and the community I found through 
the football program is incredible. Additionally, R-MC offers a pre-ministry career 
path—something I’ve always wanted to pursue. 
 
When I decided that R-MC was the right fit for me, my family and I knew that we 
would need help financially. My brother and I are both in college, so finances are 
especially challenging.  
 
Thanks to the Virginia TAG grant some of the financial burden was lifted off my 
parents’ shoulders. Without TAG, I would not be able to experience all of the 
incredible things that R-MC offers. I can now pursue my lifelong goals without 
hesitation, and for that I am forever thankful. 



Roanoke College 

Jonathan Leslie Eary 
Business 

Class of 2016 
Salem, Virginia 

I should not be attending Roanoke College today. Given my background, college should not 
have even been an option for me.  However, there are two reasons that I am attending 
Roanoke College: I have been blessed with incredible family and friends who have believed in 
me even when I have not believed in myself, and Tuition Assistance Grant that I receive. 
 
Each day I strive to make every effort to achieve academic excellence.  In addition, I have 
made it a priority to be involved in extracurricular activities and organizations such as Alpha 
Kappa Psi (Business and Economics Fraternity) and the National Society of Leadership and 
Success. I am also interested in establishing an organization on campus for students who 
would like to become better public speakers.  With the opportunity I have been given, and 
with the assistance of my professors and fellow students, I am confident that I can make this 
a reality.  
 
In life, I believe that our experience is primarily determined by two factors. The first 
determinant are the choices we make regarding how to live each day of our lives. The second 
determinant is grace. I believe that when we make the right choices and strive to be the best 
version of ourselves we can be, remarkable occurrences beyond our control take place in our 
lives - grace.   I consider the Tuition Assistance Grant  to be one example of the grace in my 

life for without this support, my present and future success would not be possible. 



Shenandoah University 

Chanda Feathers 
Biology 

Class of 2016 
Winchester, Virginia  

I am a sophomore at Shenandoah University aspiring to become a physician 
assistant. Working in the medical field has always been a dream of mine. I 
choose Shenandoah University because of the location, classroom size, and 
the scholarships their students were awarded to help them afford college.  
  
I am a first generation college student. My Mom is a daycare director and my 
dad is disabled from a back injury. My family has been burdened with many 
medical bills and it began to look like I wasn’t going to be able to go to 
Shenandoah University. I have been working at minimum wages jobs since I 
was sixteen so I could establish a college fund. The fund never got started 
because I decided to help my family financially first.  
  
The TAG award has been a blessing to my family and I.  Since my father’s back 
injury and multiple surgeries, my family has a lot of financial problems. When 
I decided I wanted to go to a private college my parents were shocked 
because they knew private colleges were expensive. I am very grateful to 
have been awarded TAG because if it wasn’t for that, I wouldn’t have been 
able to afford college at all. 



Southern Virginia University 

Matthew McBride 
Business Management & Leadership 

Class of 2014 
Roanoke, Virginia  

After a layoff from an investment firm in 2010 and working in other 
sales roles since then I really wanted to complete my bachelor’s degree, 
which I had begun in 2001. We knew this would be nearly impossible to 
afford and complete without outside assistance. 
 
My wife and I married in 2007.  Presently, we have a five year old son in 
Kindergarten and a set of identical twin boys who are almost two years 
old.  As my wife and I explored our options for me to continue my 
education the impossible became a reality as we learned about the aid 
we could potentially receive.  The Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant took 
care of the remaining pieces of the financial puzzle needed to allow this 
adventure to swing into action.  
 
I currently serve as a member of Student Executive Council as the 
Executive Secretary and in the Chi Epsilon Omega Honors Society 
serving the community in a number of ways.  I am thrilled to explain to 
my three sons, as they grow older, how this experience positioned me 
to help them in their future studies because I was given this opportunity 
to grow beyond my previous capacities. 



I knew instantly that I wanted to attend Sweet Briar on my first visit as a junior in 
high school. I wanted to major in science and knew that a women’s college 
meant I would not have to compete with men or graduate students to use the 
labs and advanced equipment. I would not be a number and I would get the 
support, learning and experience to prepare me to enter medical school. The 
biggest problem with falling in love with Sweet Briar is that it’s one of the more 
expensive schools in the area. My family and I cannot pay the tuition without 
the help of scholarships, loans and TAG. When we learned in the spring that 
tuition was going up, we were anxious about paying for the upcoming year. We 
took solace knowing that TAG would be there. 

 

I have been able to take advantage of many opportunities here. I’m on the 
varsity swim team, secretary of the Pre-Health Society, and a member of the 
Campus Christian Fellowship and Sweet Spirits. I also serve as an ambassador on 
campus for the cloud-based presentation software company Prezi, in addition to 
working as an instructional technology assistant in academic computing and as a 
TA in the chemistry department. Sweet Briar was and is my dream school and 
TAG makes it possible for me to attend. 

Kiersten Garcia 
Biology 

Class of 2016 
Altavista, Virginia 

Sweet Briar College 



University of Richmond 

Felicia Tan 
Biology/Healthcare & Society 

Class of 2016 
Springfield, Virginia 

As a first generation student, I struggled with the pressure of attending a good college. I would 
have to bear the burden of college costs myself as my father is currently working in Malaysia 
and my mother is unemployed and relies on her family to provide for household expenses. 
After taking a tour of the University of Richmond, I instantly fell in love with the beautiful 
campus. Fortunately, the Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant and University grant covered my 
tuition costs and made it financially possible for me to attend the University of Richmond. 
  
The University of Richmond has provided me with extraordinary learning opportunities such as 
undergraduate faculty-student research in the Sciences and living-and-learning programs. 
Through the Sophomore Scholars in Residence (SSIR) program, I am able to participate in 
outside-the-classroom experiences such as attending lectures and seminars and traveling to 
Vancouver together as a community. I am thankful for the university’s relationship with 
Richmond’s community partners because I am able to volunteer at Peter Paul Development 
Center.  I am currently majoring in Biology and plan to minor in Healthcare and Society. The 
Science department allows me to explore my interest in different career paths such as 
medicine, healthcare management, public health and nursing. This is beneficial as I plan to 
follow the pre-med track to become a doctor in the future.  As a VTAG recipient, I am so 
grateful to receive these learning opportunities as well as a private education. I hope that the 
legislators will continue to fund VTAG in the upcoming years. 
     
 



Virginia Union University 

Capri Hull 
Accounting 

Class of 2016  
Fredericksburg, Virginia 

 

I was born in Fredericksburg, Virginia.  My father died when I was 16 leaving my 
mother alone to raise my little brother and me.    Attending college was always 
one of my dreams and I knew that it was going to be a struggle.   I worked 
different jobs to help with the bills and save for college.  My mother also 
worked several jobs to provide for the family.   I started college a year late 
because I was working to save money.   
 
Overall, I can truly say that I have really enjoyed my academic career at Virginia 
Union University.   I especially like the small class sizes; it allows me to have the 
individualized attention I need.  The faculty and staff are very welcoming and 
caring.   VUU is in my heart and it has become a part of my extended family.  It 
is definitely my home away from home.   
 
Thanks to the Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant (VTAG) and my endowed 
scholarship, I am now a sophomore majoring in Accounting.  My plan is to work 
in the federal government as a Certified Public Accountant.   VTAG is a vital part 
of my financial aid package and without it I would not have been able to attend 
VUU. Receiving VTAG has allowed my dreams to become a reality.  Again, 
thanks for VTAG! 



Virginia Wesleyan College 

Crystal Jones 
English Literature and French 

Class of 2012 
Manassas, Virginia 

 
 
 

Growing up I remember each year counting the days until school 
would start. I love to learn and I had always planned on attending 
college. I was told if rolled up my sleeves and worked hard I would be 
able to accomplish anything.  
 
However, when it came time to apply for colleges I thought it would 
be impossible to find one that I could afford.  When I narrowed my 
search and choose Virginia Wesleyan I was again counting the days 
until school started but this time I was wondering how my family was 
going to be able to afford my education. Receiving the Virginia Tuition 
Assistance Grant helped cut my tuition costs and made it possible for 
my Mother and I to afford my education.   
 

Here at Virginia Wesleyan College I am receiving a holistic education that allows 
me to service others and follow my dreams. The Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant 
has allowed me to focus on succeeding in the classroom and on campus rather 
than picking up another job to lighten the burden of student loans. I am studying 
Biology and International Relations. After graduation I plan on applying to the 
Peace Corps and attending Graduate school for Global Public Health. 

Melinda Bertram 
Biology and International Relations 

Class of 2015  
Glen Allen, Virginia 

 



Washington and Lee University 

Katherine Rocha 
Sociology 

 Class of 2016 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 

 

My name is Katherine Rocha and I am a sophomore from Virginia Beach at 
Washington and Lee University. I was so excited to receive my acceptance letter 
to W&L, but I knew that the tuition would be a burden. The small class sizes, 
welcoming environment, and academic excellence that Washington and Lee 
offered was exactly what I was looking for. The Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant, 
along with other scholarships, allowed me to attend W&L and relieve some of the 
financial stress of my parents. The funds would allow me to attend my top choice 
college.  
 
With the help from the VTAG funds, I am able to pursue academic excellence at 
Washington and Lee University. I hope to major in Sociology with a minor in 
Poverty and Human Capabilities in the hopes of working with organizations to 
battle structural poverty. Without VTAG, I would not have been able to go to a 
college with the unique minor of Poverty and Human Capabilities in order to do 
what I love. I am so thankful for the opportunities that VTAG has allowed me and 
it is my hope that this assistance will continue to be offered to students in the 
future.  



Council of Independent Colleges in Virginia (CICV) 
The Council of Independent Colleges in Virginia (CICV) was founded in 1971 and currently operates as Virginia Private Colleges, a 
nonprofit, 501(c)(6) organization representing twenty-eight accredited nonprofit independent colleges and universities in Virginia. We 
work collaboratively in the areas of public policy, cost containment and professional development as well as providing support to our 
member institutions and their students in the following areas: 
 
Government relations.  We serve as the voice of Virginia’s independent higher education community before state agencies and 
legislators and coordinate government relations activities for our members.  We were instrumental in starting Virginia's Tuition 
Assistance Grant (TAG) program.  We manage the advocacy of Virginia's independent colleges for increased funding for TAG and other 
programs assisting students at independent colleges.  
 
Collaboration.  We work with members and business partners to leverage collaborative opportunities that help campuses control 
operating costs and improve efficiency.  Projects range from consortium purchasing agreements among member colleges to facilitating 
the state-wide Virginia Private College Week in July and the Virginia Private College Guidance Counselor Tour the fall.  We recently 
launched a Health Benefits Consortium designed to provide quality and affordable health care for employees of our colleges. 
 
Research.  Our staff works with member institutions, the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV), the National 
Association of Independent Colleges and Universities (NAICU), and national organizations to provide data analysis and higher education 
research services to advance and promote the role independent higher education plays in Virginia. 
 
Public Relations.  We work closely with its members and the media to provide information and materials that highlight the 
contributions of the private colleges to the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
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